Ultrastructural and functional alterations of EC coupling elements in mdx cardiomyocytes: an analysis from membrane surface to depth.
A dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM) is associated with Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). The loss of dystrophin leads to membrane instability and calcium dysregulation in skeletal muscle but effects of such a loss are not elucidated at cardiomyocytes level. We sought to examine whether membrane and transverse tubules damages occur in ventricular myocytes from mdx mouse model of DMD and how they impact the function of single excitation-contraction coupling elements. Scanning ion conductance microscopy (SICM) was used to characterize the integrity loss of living mdx cardiomyocytes surface. 2D Fourier transform analysis of labeled internal networks (transverse tubules, alpha-actinin, dihydropyridine receptors, ryanodine receptors) was performed to evaluate internal alterations. During calcium measurements, "smart microperfusions" of depolarizing solutions were applied through SICM nanopipette, stimulating single tubules elements. These approaches revealed structural membrane surface (39% decrease for Z-groove ratio) and transverse tubules disorganization (21% transverse tubules ratio decrease) in mdx as compared to control. These disruptions were associated with functional alterations (sixfold increase of calcium signal duration and twofold increase of sparks frequency). In DCM associated with DMD, myocytes display evident membrane alterations at the surface level but also in the cell depth with a disruption of transverse tubules network as observed in other cases of heart failure. These ultrastructural changes are associated with changes in the function of some coupling elements. Thus, these profound disruptions may play a role in calcium dysregulation through excitation-contraction coupling elements perturbation and suggest a transverse tubules stabilizing role for dystrophin.